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Resolving stellar surface spots
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Abstract. Doppler imaging of stellar surfaces is a novel technique with similarities to med-
ical brain tomography (instead of a fixed brain and a rotating scanner, astronomers have a
fixed spectrograph and a rotating brain, star of course). The number of free (internal) pa-
rameters is of the order of the number of surface grid points and only constrained by the
number of input data points. This obviously ill-posed situation requires modern inversion
algorithms with penalty functions of the form of maximum entropy or Tikhonov etc.. We
present a brief status review of our Doppler imaging codes at AIP that span from tempera-
ture and spot-filling-factor mapping to full Stokes-based magnetic field mapping.
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1. Introduction

The atmospheres of magnetically-active cool
stars are known to exhibit most, if not all,
features of the active Sun. Firstly, these at-
mospheres seem to consist also of a photo-
sphere, a chromosphere, and an outer corona
with its respective and distinct spectral finger-
prints. Secondly, a variety of magnetic activ-
ity tracers are observed on such stars, e.g. cool
spots, flares, and hot plages (see, e.g., the re-
view by Schrijver (2002)). These are usu-
ally observed on a much enhanced flux and
geometric scale compared to the Sun but are
thought to be associated with similar events
like rising magnetic-flux tubes, enhanced ultra-
violet and X-ray emission due to coronal heat-
ing, and long-term light variability due to mag-
netic cycles.
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Doppler imaging is an observational and
computational technique similar to tomogra-
phy wherein a series of high-resolution spec-
tral line profiles are inverted into an “image”
of the stellar surface. Complex computer codes
were developed over the recent years. Our own
codes are TM originally by Rice et al.
(1989) for magnetic Ap stars and extended to
cool stars by Rice & Strassmeier (2000) and
Rice (2002), OPC by Savanov & Strassmeier

(2005) for mapping very cool stars from
molecular lines, and iMap by Kopf et al.
(2006) for Zeeman mapping from full Stokes-
profiles. TM was applied to spectral-line
data for numerous active late-type stars in a
series of papers in A&A (most recently by
Strassmeier & Rice ( (2006), see Fig. 1) while
the other codes have not yet seen real starlight,
at least not in the literature.
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2. How does Doppler imaging work?

The cool version of TM recovers the sur-
face temperature distribution from the integral
equation that relates the distribution of sur-
face temperature to the observed line profile
and light curve variations. Local line profiles
are computed from a numerical solution of
the equation of transfer with 72 depth points
from the grid of model atmospheres published
by Kurucz (1993). These model atmospheres
are precalculated assuming LTE. The local line
profile for each small surface segment is ob-
tained from the grid of profiles by interpolation
to match the local effective temperature.

The effects of noise in the data are con-
trolled by a penalty function, or regulariz-
ing functional, that prevents the overinterpre-
tation of information contained in the line pro-
files and the light curve. TM incorporates
a choice between using a maximum entropy
penalty function in solving the inverse prob-
lem, or using a Tikhonov penalty function. The
form taken by the maximum entropy penalty
function is

fen =
∑

i

Fi ln(Fi). (1)

Here F is approximated by ωT 4 with ω as
an arbitrary constant and T as the local effec-
tive temperature normalized by the average ef-
fective temperature over the surface of the star.
The Tikhonov penalty function is usually rep-
resented as

ft =

∫ π

−π

∫ π/2

−π/2
[(
∂τ

∂φ
)2 + (

∂τ

∂l
)2]dφdl (2)

where φ represents latitude on the stellar
surface and l is a linearized measure of longi-
tude (see Piskunov & Rice (1993)). In prac-
tice, the choice between these has little sig-
nificance because normally only small weight-
ing is given to the penalty function when the
noise problem is not serious. Overall, Rice &
Strassmeier (2000) concluded that S/N ratio
alone does not significantly improve the im-
age recovery once S/N≈300:1 is surpassed if
all other factors are perfect. This strips down
to knowing and treating the systematic noise in
a spectrum.

Nowadays, we proceed with the inversion
of a wavelength range of size of roughly one
echelle order. Each rotational phase then con-
sists of a data vector of length typically 3000
wavelength points, or 5.5 nm, and typically
20–60 phases, e.g., for PW And and σ2 CrB;
Strassmeier & Rice (2006), (2003). This vec-
tor contains the major mapping lines (up to 10)
plus a total of 51 blends and indirectly is equiv-
alent to increased S/N ratio per line.

Another approach to increase the S/N ra-
tio is “least-squares deconvolution”. It allows
to reconstruct a single high signal-to-noise line
profile from all spectral lines contained in a
spectrum and thereby bypassing the stringent
S/N constrain for Doppler imaging. This re-
quires the knowledge of the basic parameters
of the stellar atmosphere in order to calculate
a synthetic spectrum to be used as a template
for the deconvolution, or uses observed tem-
plate spectra of appropriate inactive stars. The
method has been developed and successfully
applied by Donati et al. (1997). See the contri-
butions by M. Jardine and B. Marsden in these
proceedings.

The surface Doppler-shift constraint
from the stellar rotation restricts the free-
dom of the surface grid points so that we
are left with only ten parameters that are
in any sense mathematically free (log g,
Tphot, ve sin i, Inclination i, Microturbulence,
Macroturbulence, Abundance, plus three
atomic parameters; log g f , damping, and
central wavelength). Yet these ten parameters
are still not completely independent or free
of physical constraint. For example if veq sin i
is measured and i fixed, veq is no longer a
free parameter. The same is true if we fixed
the gravity and the line strength, then the
microturbulence is no longer completely free
because the equivalent width must be repro-
duced. This shrinks our problem basically to
the common range of uncertainties of stellar
astrophysical parameters and atomic line data.

Rice & Strassmeier (2000) visualized the
quantitative influence of the uncertainties of
many of the stellar quantities and atomic data.
We demonstrated the extreme robustness of
Doppler imaging to even exaggerated assump-
tions, e.g. a recovery with a phase gap of
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Fig. 1. Doppler image of PW And (K2 ZAMS) from a full-spectrum approach. Temperature maps
are plotted in a spherical projection at eight equidistant rotational phases. The temperature scale
is indicated and is the same for all projections. The image is a simultaneous reconstruction from
10 spectral lines with 51 blends, see text. Note that the photospheric temperature is ≈5,000 K.

100◦ (0.p28) with moderate S/N still correctly
recovered the spots located within the phase
gap. Having simultaneous photometry in two
bandpasses not only gave a better handle on
the overall temperature of the stellar surface
but when used with the line equivalent width
the photometry provided a powerful additional
constraint so that we are forced to make adjust-
ments in factors such as element abundance to
compensate for uncertainty in atomic parame-
ters or log g. This works to minimize the im-
pact on the recovered image when errors in

adopted line parameters such as the damping
constants occur.

A recent extension to Doppler imaging
of optically-thin (atomic) lines is the use of
molecular bands and bandheads. Stars cooler
than, say, M2 could only be mapped by con-
sidering the many molecular bands because
the thermal energy is too small to populate
the higher atomic levels and also because
more atoms are being bound in molecules
and are missing for the atomic line formation.
Savanov & Strassmeier (2005) presented a
new Doppler-imaging inversion code that uses
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Fig. 2. Test inversion from an artificial M2 star (Teff= 3500 K, log g=5.0) using “filling factor” as
the inversion parameter. One atomic line (Fe 868.862nm) and many molecular lines, mostly CN,
were used. Thin lines in the top panel are the artificial data, the thick lines are the reconstruction
with object’s principal components. The lower panels shows the reconstructed image.

quasi-optimal filtering of the object’s princi-
pal components of a Fisher information matrix,
based on an approach developed by Terebizh
(2004). The new code allows to perform the

reconstruction of stellar surface temperature
maps using molecular features like TiO, CO,
OH, CN etc. which are numerous in spectra
of late-type stars. According to this approach
the linear Doppler-imaging transformation is a
matrix problem of the form

y0 = Hx0 + ξ, (3)

where the n × 1-vector x0 is an unknown ob-
ject, the m × n-matrix H is the point spread
function, ξ is random noise, and the m × 1-
vector y0 is the observed image. To reduce the
number m of dimension of the vector that de-
scribes the misfit between the observed image
and its estimate to number n, a simple proce-
dure based on single-value decomposition is
used. We can then define a vector of the ob-
ject principal components and the correspond-
ing vector of the least-squares estimate princi-
pal components to linearize the problem. Like
the familiar Fourier coefficients the principal
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Fig. 3. Artificial test star (left) and its recovered image by iMap (right). The test star has a bipolar
spot configuration with a radial field strength of +1500 G (left spot) and −1500 G (right spot).

components are often easier to recover than the
object itself. The squared error of the filtered
estimate can be minimized by a set of weights
which constitute the optimal Wiener filter.

Fig. 2 is a test inversion from an artificial
M2V star. The method produces stable and ef-
ficient solutions by relying only on the inter-
nal resources of the inverse theory, namely on
the assumption about the structure of the opti-
mal estimate. Non-monotonic behavior of the
quasi-optimal filter is different than from the
one for the truncated estimate (e.g. Berdyugina
(1998)). The quasi-optimal filter leaves in the

object’s estimate only those principal compo-
nents that have the highest accuracy of restora-
tion.

One of our central scientific objectives of
our research is to find and interpret observa-
tional evidence for stellar dynamos. Especially
in the context of our upcoming PEPSI instru-
ment at the LBT (Strassmeier et al. (2004)),
we need to interpret high-resolution Stokes
IQUV spectra of solar-type stars. We have
therefore developed a Zeeman-Doppler imag-
ing (ZDI) code to allow simultaneous tempera-
ture and magnetic field inversion by means of a
spectral decomposition technique and artificial
neural networks. Kopf, Carroll & Strassmeier
(2006) presented a first demonstration of the

code nicknamed iMap (Kopf, PhD-thesis). As
a first step, local Stokes line profiles are de-
composed into their respective eigenspectra via
a Principle Component Analysis (PCA). A set
of Multi Layer Perceptrons (MLP’s) is then
trained to calculate the reduced eigenspectrum
of local Stokes profiles as a function of the line
of sight angle, effective temperature of the un-
derlying model atmosphere, and the magnetic-
field configuration. The back transformation
gives then the Stokes profiles. The basis of the
forward module is the numerical integration of
the polarized radiative transfer equation with
the quadratic DELO method. The inverse mod-
ule incorporates an entropy regularized con-
jugated gradient and a Levenberg-Marquardt
method. Our ZDI code simultaneously recov-
ers temperature and magnetic-field distribution
from all four Stokes parameters.

To assess the reliability of the inversion,
an artificial test star with a bipolar spot group
was modelled (Fig. 3, left panel). The spot
temperatures were set to 4,500 K, the photo-
sphere at 5,500 K. The magnetic field in each
spot was assumed to be radial with a field
strength of +1,500 G and −1,500 G, respec-
tively. “Observed” Stokes profiles were cal-
culated for the spectral lines Ca  6439 and
Fe  6173 for 18 equidistant phases. V sin i was
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set to 35 km s−1 with an inclination of 60◦. No
noise was added to the data. An initial DI run
identifies the possible locations of magnetic re-
gions before the actual ZDI is started with the
field vectors and the temperature as free pa-
rameter. The test inversion had a 3◦×3◦ surface
resolution.

The magnetic field topology and temper-
ature distribution of the original image was
very well recovered (right panel in Fig. 3).
Local and integrated line profiles proved to
be remarkably accurate (mean relative rms of
0.17% in Stokes V and better than 2% in
Stokes Q&U). The impressive speed of the full
Stokes calculation (a factor 1000 faster as with
conventional solvers) makes ZDI over a large
wavelength range feasible.

3. Discussion

Direct and indirect observations suggest that
surface magnetic fields are ubiquitous in cool
stars. Although not yet fully understood, a dy-
namo mechanism comparable to the Sun’s con-
verts mechanical energy into magnetic flux and
transports it up to the surface where it is ob-
servable as highly variable spots, plages, flares
etc.. It was proposed that the shear beneath
the bottom of the convection zone generates an
interface dynamo that attempts to couple the
two zones, e.g. Charbonneau & MacGregor
(1993).

Stars on the upper main sequence present
a different picture. Here we encounter large-
scale and very stable fields but approximately
an order of magnitude higher in strength than
on cool stars. The origin of it is likely fossil,
i.e. it is a remnant of a field present during an
earlier stage of stellar evolution. It is not clear
whether the spread of magnetic field strength
of a particular group of stars could also be re-
lated to the amount of magnetic flux frozen-in
during star formation.

On the low-mass end of the ZAMS, Mullan
& MacDonald (2001) suggested that even a
M6 star should still have a radiative core and
therefore an interface-dynamo component. At
the spectral type of K2 of a typical active
star and a mass of ≈0.8 M�, we would ex-
pect the interface component still to dominate.

Furthermore, as suggested by Mackay et al.
(2004), the values for surface meridional flow
must be increased by around a factor of 10
to ≈100 m s−1 in order to produce magnetic
flux at high latitudes, which then would make
truly equatorial spots even less likely. Donati
et al. (2006) had recently mapped a rapidly-
rotating M4-star from atomic Stokes-V pro-
files and found a very distinctive large-scale
polar magnetic field possibly indicative of a
distributed-type of dynamo rather than an in-
terface dynamo.

Once stellar models incorporate magneto-
convection, stellar evolutionary tracks may
become distinctively different. Mullan &
MacDonald (2001) found that for two stars
with the same mass (valid for masses up to
0.6 M�), the magnetic star has a larger radius
and a smaller effective temperature than the
non-magnetic star. So far, we can not quan-
tify this for very young stars with masses
above 0.6 M�. However, Ambruster et al.
(2003) speculate that the active, Pleiades-age
K dwarfs are actually more massive than their
spectral classes indicate. If so, our interior
models used to host the flux tube emergence
(c.f. Granzer et al. (2000)) may be inappro-
priate as well and, more importantly, the flux
tube’s starting points in the super-adiabatic
layer would be wrong in the first place. We
speculate that this could have a dramatic im-
pact for the predicted surface latitudes of flux-
tube emergence.
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